NAPSLO Representative Shares Opportunities with RMI Students

During a lunch presentation at the college, NAPSLO Representative Josie Himmel spoke with RMI students about the National Association of Professional Surplus Lines Operators (NAPSLO). Himmel is the senior manager, Safeco Insurance. They were joined by a group of local agents including Brenda Van den Bulcke of Bouchard Insurance and Brit Dooley of Modern Woodmen of America.

The representatives discussed the environment of insurance sales. Students learned a great deal, particularly during the Q&A portion of the visit. GIS is thankful for the help of SafeCo and FAIA in organizing this event.

The RMI program is grateful to our company sponsor, All Risks, the family and friends of Bob Ross and all the donors who provided scholarships to students this past semester.

“Himmel’s visit highlights some of the accomplishments of our risk management and insurance students and the wealth of advice and information students can gain from networking with industry personnel,” said Sherry Bouchard, GIS manager.

Each semester, the RMI program and GIS host events designed to help students learn about the insurance industry. The activities are scheduled to expose students to people and experiences that can help them choose the right career path after graduation.

Awards for Alumni Relations

Recently, along with several other alumni, Dr. Pat Born was selected to serve as co-editor of the National Alliance Program in Risk Management and Insurance Review (NAPRIM). The newsletter provides summaries of risk management and insurance articles. The task is expected to take approximately five hours per month.

“Being selected to serve as co-editor is a great honor,” said Born. “It is important to contribute to the industry and help provide feedback on important issues. To be selected as co-editor is a big accomplishment.”

APIA Newsletter

For the first time, the college will raise money for the RMI building for the next two years and expects to break ground in the spring of 2017. This month, Dr. William T. Hold/The National Alliance Program in Risk Management and Insurance announced the APIA newsletter.
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